
Created on Thursday 19 August, 2004

Threads & Yarns - YLI - YLI silk Floss

YLI silk - White
da: YLI

Modello: FILYLI-SF500

Pure Silk Floss from YLI. Six stranded silk floss,
available in 5 meter package.
YLI Silk Floss is very versatile. It adds a special
elegance to any heirloom embroidery and shadow
embroidery project. But wait until you see the
excitement it adds to cross stitch, smocking, crewel
and tapestry.
Colors swatches represented here may not be exact
due to variance in monitor displays. You will need to
refer to your pattern or template and order according
to color number.
See our Chart

Price: € 3.25 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 19 August, 2004

Threads & Yarns - YLI - YLI silk Floss

YLI silk #11 - Raspberry
da: YLI

Modello: FILYLI-SF11

Pure Silk Floss from YLI. Six stranded silk floss,
available in 5 meter package.
YLI Silk Floss is very versatile. It adds a special
elegance to any heirloom embroidery and shadow
embroidery project. But wait until you see the
excitement it adds to cross stitch, smocking, crewel
and tapestry.
Colors swatches represented here may not be exact
due to variance in monitor displays. You will need to
refer to your pattern or template and order according
to color number.
See our Chart

Price: € 3.25 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 19 August, 2004

Threads & Yarns - YLI - YLI silk Floss

YLI silk #822 - Deep Dusty Rose
da: YLI

Modello: FILYLI-SF822

Pure Silk Floss from YLI. Six stranded silk floss,
available in 5 meter package.
YLI Silk Floss is very versatile. It adds a special
elegance to any heirloom embroidery and shadow
embroidery project. But wait until you see the
excitement it adds to cross stitch, smocking, crewel
and tapestry.
Colors swatches represented here may not be exact
due to variance in monitor displays. You will need to
refer to your pattern or template and order according
to color number.
See our Chart

Price: € 3.25 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 19 August, 2004

Threads & Yarns - YLI - YLI silk Floss

YLI silk #821 - Mauve
da: YLI

Modello: FILYLI-SF821

Pure Silk Floss from YLI. Six stranded silk floss,
available in 5 meter package.
YLI Silk Floss is very versatile. It adds a special
elegance to any heirloom embroidery and shadow
embroidery project. But wait until you see the
excitement it adds to cross stitch, smocking, crewel
and tapestry.
Colors swatches represented here may not be exact
due to variance in monitor displays. You will need to
refer to your pattern or template and order according
to color number.
See our Chart

Price: € 3.25 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 19 August, 2004

Threads & Yarns - YLI - YLI silk Floss

YLI silk #819 - Plum
da: YLI

Modello: FILYLI-SF819

Pure Silk Floss from YLI. Six stranded silk floss,
available in 5 meter package.
YLI Silk Floss is very versatile. It adds a special
elegance to any heirloom embroidery and shadow
embroidery project. But wait until you see the
excitement it adds to cross stitch, smocking, crewel
and tapestry.
Colors swatches represented here may not be exact
due to variance in monitor displays. You will need to
refer to your pattern or template and order according
to color number.
See our Chart

Price: € 3.25 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - YLI - YLI silk Floss

YLI silk #21 - Royal Blue
da: YLI

Modello: FILYLI-SF21

Pure Silk Floss from YLI. Six stranded silk floss,
available in 5 meter package.
YLI Silk Floss is very versatile. It adds a special
elegance to any heirloom embroidery and shadow
embroidery project. But wait until you see the
excitement it adds to cross stitch, smocking, crewel
and tapestry.
Colors swatches represented here may not be exact
due to variance in monitor displays. You will need to
refer to your pattern or template and order according
to color number.
See our Chart

Price: € 3.25 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 19 August, 2004

Threads & Yarns - YLI - YLI silk Floss

YLI silk #22 - Purple Passion
da: YLI

Modello: FILYLI-SF22

Pure Silk Floss from YLI. Six stranded silk floss,
available in 5 meter package.
YLI Silk Floss is very versatile. It adds a special
elegance to any heirloom embroidery and shadow
embroidery project. But wait until you see the
excitement it adds to cross stitch, smocking, crewel
and tapestry.
Colors swatches represented here may not be exact
due to variance in monitor displays. You will need to
refer to your pattern or template and order according
to color number.
See our Chart

Price: € 3.25 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - YLI - YLI silk Floss

YLI silk #24 - Imperial Purple
da: YLI

Modello: FILYLI-SF24

Pure Silk Floss from YLI. Six stranded silk floss,
available in 5 meter package.
YLI Silk Floss is very versatile. It adds a special
elegance to any heirloom embroidery and shadow
embroidery project. But wait until you see the
excitement it adds to cross stitch, smocking, crewel
and tapestry.
Colors swatches represented here may not be exact
due to variance in monitor displays. You will need to
refer to your pattern or template and order according
to color number.
See our Chart

Price: € 3.25 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 19 August, 2004

Threads & Yarns - YLI - YLI silk Floss

YLI silk #28 - Blue Green
da: YLI

Modello: FILYLI-SF28

Pure Silk Floss from YLI. Six stranded silk floss,
available in 5 meter package.
YLI Silk Floss is very versatile. It adds a special
elegance to any heirloom embroidery and shadow
embroidery project. But wait until you see the
excitement it adds to cross stitch, smocking, crewel
and tapestry.
Colors swatches represented here may not be exact
due to variance in monitor displays. You will need to
refer to your pattern or template and order according
to color number.
See our Chart

Price: € 3.25 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - YLI - YLI silk Floss

YLI silk #29 - Emerald
da: YLI

Modello: FILYLI-SF29

Pure Silk Floss from YLI. Six stranded silk floss,
available in 5 meter package.
YLI Silk Floss is very versatile. It adds a special
elegance to any heirloom embroidery and shadow
embroidery project. But wait until you see the
excitement it adds to cross stitch, smocking, crewel
and tapestry.
Colors swatches represented here may not be exact
due to variance in monitor displays. You will need to
refer to your pattern or template and order according
to color number.
See our Chart

Price: € 3.25 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 19 August, 2004

Threads & Yarns - YLI - YLI silk Floss

YLI silk #30 - Alfalfa
da: YLI

Modello: FILYLI-SF30

Pure Silk Floss from YLI. Six stranded silk floss,
available in 5 meter package.
YLI Silk Floss is very versatile. It adds a special
elegance to any heirloom embroidery and shadow
embroidery project. But wait until you see the
excitement it adds to cross stitch, smocking, crewel
and tapestry.
Colors swatches represented here may not be exact
due to variance in monitor displays. You will need to
refer to your pattern or template and order according
to color number.
See our Chart

Price: € 3.25 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 19 August, 2004

Threads & Yarns - YLI - YLI silk Floss

YLI silk #31 - Wavecrest
da: YLI

Modello: FILYLI-SF31

Pure Silk Floss from YLI. Six stranded silk floss,
available in 5 meter package.
YLI Silk Floss is very versatile. It adds a special
elegance to any heirloom embroidery and shadow
embroidery project. But wait until you see the
excitement it adds to cross stitch, smocking, crewel
and tapestry.
Colors swatches represented here may not be exact
due to variance in monitor displays. You will need to
refer to your pattern or template and order according
to color number.
See our Chart

Price: € 3.25 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 19 August, 2004

Threads & Yarns - YLI - YLI silk Floss

YLI silk #33 - Copenhagen
da: YLI

Modello: FILYLI-SF33

Pure Silk Floss from YLI. Six stranded silk floss,
available in 5 meter package.
YLI Silk Floss is very versatile. It adds a special
elegance to any heirloom embroidery and shadow
embroidery project. But wait until you see the
excitement it adds to cross stitch, smocking, crewel
and tapestry.
Colors swatches represented here may not be exact
due to variance in monitor displays. You will need to
refer to your pattern or template and order according
to color number.
See our Chart

Price: € 3.25 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 19 August, 2004

Threads & Yarns - YLI - YLI silk Floss

YLI silk #46 - Aqua
da: YLI

Modello: FILYLI-SF46

Pure Silk Floss from YLI. Six stranded silk floss,
available in 5 meter package.
YLI Silk Floss is very versatile. It adds a special
elegance to any heirloom embroidery and shadow
embroidery project. But wait until you see the
excitement it adds to cross stitch, smocking, crewel
and tapestry.
Colors swatches represented here may not be exact
due to variance in monitor displays. You will need to
refer to your pattern or template and order according
to color number.
See our Chart

Price: € 3.25 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 19 August, 2004

Threads & Yarns - YLI - YLI silk Floss

YLI silk #78 - Mustard
da: YLI

Modello: FILYLI-SF78

Pure Silk Floss from YLI. Six stranded silk floss,
available in 5 meter package.
YLI Silk Floss is very versatile. It adds a special
elegance to any heirloom embroidery and shadow
embroidery project. But wait until you see the
excitement it adds to cross stitch, smocking, crewel
and tapestry.
Colors swatches represented here may not be exact
due to variance in monitor displays. You will need to
refer to your pattern or template and order according
to color number.
See our Chart

Price: € 3.25 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 19 August, 2004

Threads & Yarns - YLI - YLI silk Floss

YLI silk #79 - Ginger
da: YLI

Modello: FILYLI-SF79

Pure Silk Floss from YLI. Six stranded silk floss,
available in 5 meter package.
YLI Silk Floss is very versatile. It adds a special
elegance to any heirloom embroidery and shadow
embroidery project. But wait until you see the
excitement it adds to cross stitch, smocking, crewel
and tapestry.
Colors swatches represented here may not be exact
due to variance in monitor displays. You will need to
refer to your pattern or template and order according
to color number.
See our Chart

Price: € 3.25 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 19 August, 2004

Threads & Yarns - YLI - YLI silk Floss

YLI silk #83 - Camel
da: YLI

Modello: FILYLI-SF83

Pure Silk Floss from YLI. Six stranded silk floss,
available in 5 meter package.
YLI Silk Floss is very versatile. It adds a special
elegance to any heirloom embroidery and shadow
embroidery project. But wait until you see the
excitement it adds to cross stitch, smocking, crewel
and tapestry.
Colors swatches represented here may not be exact
due to variance in monitor displays. You will need to
refer to your pattern or template and order according
to color number.
See our Chart

Price: € 3.25 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 19 August, 2004

Threads & Yarns - YLI - YLI silk Floss

YLI silk #93 - Provo Pink
da: YLI

Modello: FILYLI-SF93

Pure Silk Floss from YLI. Six stranded silk floss,
available in 5 meter package.
YLI Silk Floss is very versatile. It adds a special
elegance to any heirloom embroidery and shadow
embroidery project. But wait until you see the
excitement it adds to cross stitch, smocking, crewel
and tapestry.
Colors swatches represented here may not be exact
due to variance in monitor displays. You will need to
refer to your pattern or template and order according
to color number.
See our Chart

Price: € 3.25 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 19 August, 2004

Threads & Yarns - YLI - YLI silk Floss

YLI silk #105 - Sky Blue
da: YLI

Modello: FILYLI-SF105

Pure Silk Floss from YLI. Six stranded silk floss,
available in 5 meter package.
YLI Silk Floss is very versatile. It adds a special
elegance to any heirloom embroidery and shadow
embroidery project. But wait until you see the
excitement it adds to cross stitch, smocking, crewel
and tapestry.
Colors swatches represented here may not be exact
due to variance in monitor displays. You will need to
refer to your pattern or template and order according
to color number.
See our Chart

Price: € 3.25 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 19 August, 2004

Threads & Yarns - YLI - YLI silk Floss

YLI silk #107 - Lilac
da: YLI

Modello: FILYLI-SF107

Pure Silk Floss from YLI. Six stranded silk floss,
available in 5 meter package.
YLI Silk Floss is very versatile. It adds a special
elegance to any heirloom embroidery and shadow
embroidery project. But wait until you see the
excitement it adds to cross stitch, smocking, crewel
and tapestry.
Colors swatches represented here may not be exact
due to variance in monitor displays. You will need to
refer to your pattern or template and order according
to color number.
See our Chart

Price: € 3.25 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - YLI - YLI silk Floss

YLI silk #109 - Amethyst
da: YLI

Modello: FILYLI-SF109

Pure Silk Floss from YLI. Six stranded silk floss,
available in 5 meter package.
YLI Silk Floss is very versatile. It adds a special
elegance to any heirloom embroidery and shadow
embroidery project. But wait until you see the
excitement it adds to cross stitch, smocking, crewel
and tapestry.
Colors swatches represented here may not be exact
due to variance in monitor displays. You will need to
refer to your pattern or template and order according
to color number.
See our Chart

Price: € 3.25 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - YLI - YLI silk Floss

YLI silk #110 - Sea Spray
da: YLI

Modello: FILYLI-SF110

Pure Silk Floss from YLI. Six stranded silk floss,
available in 5 meter package.
YLI Silk Floss is very versatile. It adds a special
elegance to any heirloom embroidery and shadow
embroidery project. But wait until you see the
excitement it adds to cross stitch, smocking, crewel
and tapestry.
Colors swatches represented here may not be exact
due to variance in monitor displays. You will need to
refer to your pattern or template and order according
to color number.
See our Chart

Price: € 3.25 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - YLI - YLI silk Floss

YLI silk #111 - Apple Green
da: YLI

Modello: FILYLI-SF111

Pure Silk Floss from YLI. Six stranded silk floss,
available in 5 meter package.
YLI Silk Floss is very versatile. It adds a special
elegance to any heirloom embroidery and shadow
embroidery project. But wait until you see the
excitement it adds to cross stitch, smocking, crewel
and tapestry.
Colors swatches represented here may not be exact
due to variance in monitor displays. You will need to
refer to your pattern or template and order according
to color number.
See our Chart

Price: € 3.25 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - YLI - YLI silk Floss

YLI silk #113 - Olive Green
da: YLI

Modello: FILYLI-SF113

Pure Silk Floss from YLI. Six stranded silk floss,
available in 5 meter package.
YLI Silk Floss is very versatile. It adds a special
elegance to any heirloom embroidery and shadow
embroidery project. But wait until you see the
excitement it adds to cross stitch, smocking, crewel
and tapestry.
Colors swatches represented here may not be exact
due to variance in monitor displays. You will need to
refer to your pattern or template and order according
to color number.
See our Chart

Price: € 3.25 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 19 August, 2004

Threads & Yarns - YLI - YLI silk Floss

YLI silk #132 - Jade
da: YLI

Modello: FILYLI-SF132

Pure Silk Floss from YLI. Six stranded silk floss,
available in 5 meter package.
YLI Silk Floss is very versatile. It adds a special
elegance to any heirloom embroidery and shadow
embroidery project. But wait until you see the
excitement it adds to cross stitch, smocking, crewel
and tapestry.
Colors swatches represented here may not be exact
due to variance in monitor displays. You will need to
refer to your pattern or template and order according
to color number.
See our Chart

Price: € 3.25 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 19 August, 2004

Threads & Yarns - YLI - YLI silk Floss

YLI silk #148 - Evergreen
da: YLI

Modello: FILYLI-SF148

Pure Silk Floss from YLI. Six stranded silk floss,
available in 5 meter package.
YLI Silk Floss is very versatile. It adds a special
elegance to any heirloom embroidery and shadow
embroidery project. But wait until you see the
excitement it adds to cross stitch, smocking, crewel
and tapestry.
Colors swatches represented here may not be exact
due to variance in monitor displays. You will need to
refer to your pattern or template and order according
to color number.
See our Chart

Price: € 3.25 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - YLI - YLI silk Floss

YLI silk #166 - Pale Green
da: YLI

Modello: FILYLI-SF166

Pure Silk Floss from YLI. Six stranded silk floss,
available in 5 meter package.
YLI Silk Floss is very versatile. It adds a special
elegance to any heirloom embroidery and shadow
embroidery project. But wait until you see the
excitement it adds to cross stitch, smocking, crewel
and tapestry.
Colors swatches represented here may not be exact
due to variance in monitor displays. You will need to
refer to your pattern or template and order according
to color number.
See our Chart

Price: € 3.25 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - YLI - YLI silk Floss

YLI silk #170 - Wild Rose
da: YLI

Modello: FILYLI-SF170

Pure Silk Floss from YLI. Six stranded silk floss,
available in 5 meter package.
YLI Silk Floss is very versatile. It adds a special
elegance to any heirloom embroidery and shadow
embroidery project. But wait until you see the
excitement it adds to cross stitch, smocking, crewel
and tapestry.
Colors swatches represented here may not be exact
due to variance in monitor displays. You will need to
refer to your pattern or template and order according
to color number.
See our Chart

Price: € 3.25 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - YLI - YLI silk Floss

YLI silk #171 - Bashful Pink
da: YLI

Modello: FILYLI-SF171

Pure Silk Floss from YLI. Six stranded silk floss,
available in 5 meter package.
YLI Silk Floss is very versatile. It adds a special
elegance to any heirloom embroidery and shadow
embroidery project. But wait until you see the
excitement it adds to cross stitch, smocking, crewel
and tapestry.
Colors swatches represented here may not be exact
due to variance in monitor displays. You will need to
refer to your pattern or template and order according
to color number.
See our Chart

Price: € 3.25 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - YLI - YLI silk Floss

YLI silk #172 - May Rose
da: YLI

Modello: FILYLI-SF172

Pure Silk Floss from YLI. Six stranded silk floss,
available in 5 meter package.
YLI Silk Floss is very versatile. It adds a special
elegance to any heirloom embroidery and shadow
embroidery project. But wait until you see the
excitement it adds to cross stitch, smocking, crewel
and tapestry.
Colors swatches represented here may not be exact
due to variance in monitor displays. You will need to
refer to your pattern or template and order according
to color number.
See our Chart

Price: € 3.25 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - YLI - YLI silk Floss

YLI silk #173 - Salmon Pink
da: YLI

Modello: FILYLI-SF173

Pure Silk Floss from YLI. Six stranded silk floss,
available in 5 meter package.
YLI Silk Floss is very versatile. It adds a special
elegance to any heirloom embroidery and shadow
embroidery project. But wait until you see the
excitement it adds to cross stitch, smocking, crewel
and tapestry.
Colors swatches represented here may not be exact
due to variance in monitor displays. You will need to
refer to your pattern or template and order according
to color number.
See our Chart

Price: € 3.25 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - YLI - YLI silk Floss

YLI silk #181 - Gold Beige
da: YLI

Modello: FILYLI-SF181

Pure Silk Floss from YLI. Six stranded silk floss,
available in 5 meter package.
YLI Silk Floss is very versatile. It adds a special
elegance to any heirloom embroidery and shadow
embroidery project. But wait until you see the
excitement it adds to cross stitch, smocking, crewel
and tapestry.
Colors swatches represented here may not be exact
due to variance in monitor displays. You will need to
refer to your pattern or template and order according
to color number.
See our Chart

Price: € 3.25 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - YLI - YLI silk Floss

YLI silk #182 - Eggshell
da: YLI

Modello: FILYLI-SF182

Pure Silk Floss from YLI. Six stranded silk floss,
available in 5 meter package.
YLI Silk Floss is very versatile. It adds a special
elegance to any heirloom embroidery and shadow
embroidery project. But wait until you see the
excitement it adds to cross stitch, smocking, crewel
and tapestry.
Colors swatches represented here may not be exact
due to variance in monitor displays. You will need to
refer to your pattern or template and order according
to color number.
See our Chart

Price: € 3.25 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - YLI - YLI silk Floss

YLI silk #189 - Spring Lilac
da: YLI

Modello: FILYLI-SF189

Pure Silk Floss from YLI. Six stranded silk floss,
available in 5 meter package.
YLI Silk Floss is very versatile. It adds a special
elegance to any heirloom embroidery and shadow
embroidery project. But wait until you see the
excitement it adds to cross stitch, smocking, crewel
and tapestry.
Colors swatches represented here may not be exact
due to variance in monitor displays. You will need to
refer to your pattern or template and order according
to color number.
See our Chart

Price: € 3.25 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - YLI - YLI silk Floss

YLI silk #721 - Pale Blue
da: YLI

Modello: FILYLI-SF721

Pure Silk Floss from YLI. Six stranded silk floss,
available in 5 meter package.
YLI Silk Floss is very versatile. It adds a special
elegance to any heirloom embroidery and shadow
embroidery project. But wait until you see the
excitement it adds to cross stitch, smocking, crewel
and tapestry.
Colors swatches represented here may not be exact
due to variance in monitor displays. You will need to
refer to your pattern or template and order according
to color number.
See our Chart

Price: € 3.25 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - YLI - YLI silk Floss

YLI silk #196 - Lemon Yellow
da: YLI

Modello: FILYLI-SF196

Pure Silk Floss from YLI. Six stranded silk floss,
available in 5 meter package.
YLI Silk Floss is very versatile. It adds a special
elegance to any heirloom embroidery and shadow
embroidery project. But wait until you see the
excitement it adds to cross stitch, smocking, crewel
and tapestry.
Colors swatches represented here may not be exact
due to variance in monitor displays. You will need to
refer to your pattern or template and order according
to color number.
See our Chart

Price: € 3.25 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - YLI - YLI silk Floss

YLI silk #798 - Wedgewood
da: YLI

Modello: FILYLI-SF798

Pure Silk Floss from YLI. Six stranded silk floss,
available in 5 meter package.
YLI Silk Floss is very versatile. It adds a special
elegance to any heirloom embroidery and shadow
embroidery project. But wait until you see the
excitement it adds to cross stitch, smocking, crewel
and tapestry.
Colors swatches represented here may not be exact
due to variance in monitor displays. You will need to
refer to your pattern or template and order according
to color number.
See our Chart

Price: € 3.25 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - YLI - YLI silk Floss

YLI silk #158 - Marigold
da: YLI

Modello: FILYLI-SF158

Pure Silk Floss from YLI. Six stranded silk floss,
available in 5 meter package.
YLI Silk Floss is very versatile. It adds a special
elegance to any heirloom embroidery and shadow
embroidery project. But wait until you see the
excitement it adds to cross stitch, smocking, crewel
and tapestry.
Colors swatches represented here may not be exact
due to variance in monitor displays. You will need to
refer to your pattern or template and order according
to color number.
See our Chart

Price: € 3.25 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - YLI - YLI silk Floss

YLI silk #162 - Palmetto
da: YLI

Modello: FILYLI-SF162

Pure Silk Floss from YLI. Six stranded silk floss,
available in 5 meter package.
YLI Silk Floss is very versatile. It adds a special
elegance to any heirloom embroidery and shadow
embroidery project. But wait until you see the
excitement it adds to cross stitch, smocking, crewel
and tapestry.
Colors swatches represented here may not be exact
due to variance in monitor displays. You will need to
refer to your pattern or template and order according
to color number.
See our Chart

Price: € 3.25 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - YLI - YLI silk Floss

YLI silk #97 - French Beige
da: YLI

Modello: FILYLI-SF97

Pure Silk Floss from YLI. Six stranded silk floss,
available in 5 meter package.
YLI Silk Floss is very versatile. It adds a special
elegance to any heirloom embroidery and shadow
embroidery project. But wait until you see the
excitement it adds to cross stitch, smocking, crewel
and tapestry.
Colors swatches represented here may not be exact
due to variance in monitor displays. You will need to
refer to your pattern or template and order according
to color number.
See our Chart

Price: € 3.25 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - YLI - YLI silk Floss

YLI silk #103 - Blue Heaven
da: YLI

Modello: FILYLI-SF103

Pure Silk Floss from YLI. Six stranded silk floss,
available in 5 meter package.
YLI Silk Floss is very versatile. It adds a special
elegance to any heirloom embroidery and shadow
embroidery project. But wait until you see the
excitement it adds to cross stitch, smocking, crewel
and tapestry.
Colors swatches represented here may not be exact
due to variance in monitor displays. You will need to
refer to your pattern or template and order according
to color number.
See our Chart

Price: € 3.25 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - YLI - YLI silk Floss

YLI silk #104 - Powder Blue
da: YLI

Modello: FILYLI-SF104

Pure Silk Floss from YLI. Six stranded silk floss,
available in 5 meter package.
YLI Silk Floss is very versatile. It adds a special
elegance to any heirloom embroidery and shadow
embroidery project. But wait until you see the
excitement it adds to cross stitch, smocking, crewel
and tapestry.
Colors swatches represented here may not be exact
due to variance in monitor displays. You will need to
refer to your pattern or template and order according
to color number.
See our Chart

Price: € 3.25 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - YLI - YLI silk Floss

YLI silk #106 - Light Blue
da: YLI

Modello: FILYLI-SF106

Pure Silk Floss from YLI. Six stranded silk floss,
available in 5 meter package.
YLI Silk Floss is very versatile. It adds a special
elegance to any heirloom embroidery and shadow
embroidery project. But wait until you see the
excitement it adds to cross stitch, smocking, crewel
and tapestry.
Colors swatches represented here may not be exact
due to variance in monitor displays. You will need to
refer to your pattern or template and order according
to color number.
See our Chart

Price: € 3.25 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - YLI - YLI silk Floss

YLI silk #120 - Chambray
da: YLI

Modello: FILYLI-SF120

Pure Silk Floss from YLI. Six stranded silk floss,
available in 5 meter package.
YLI Silk Floss is very versatile. It adds a special
elegance to any heirloom embroidery and shadow
embroidery project. But wait until you see the
excitement it adds to cross stitch, smocking, crewel
and tapestry.
Colors swatches represented here may not be exact
due to variance in monitor displays. You will need to
refer to your pattern or template and order according
to color number.
See our Chart

Price: € 3.25 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - YLI - YLI silk Floss

YLI silk #68 - Silver
da: YLI

Modello: FILYLI-SF68

Pure Silk Floss from YLI. Six stranded silk floss,
available in 5 meter package.
YLI Silk Floss is very versatile. It adds a special
elegance to any heirloom embroidery and shadow
embroidery project. But wait until you see the
excitement it adds to cross stitch, smocking, crewel
and tapestry.
Colors swatches represented here may not be exact
due to variance in monitor displays. You will need to
refer to your pattern or template and order according
to color number.
See our Chart

Price: € 3.25 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - YLI - YLI silk Floss

YLI silk #82 - Chocolate
da: YLI

Modello: FILYLI-SF82

Pure Silk Floss from YLI. Six stranded silk floss,
available in 5 meter package.
YLI Silk Floss is very versatile. It adds a special
elegance to any heirloom embroidery and shadow
embroidery project. But wait until you see the
excitement it adds to cross stitch, smocking, crewel
and tapestry.
Colors swatches represented here may not be exact
due to variance in monitor displays. You will need to
refer to your pattern or template and order according
to color number.
See our Chart

Price: € 3.25 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - YLI - YLI silk Floss

YLI silk #86 - Spruce
da: YLI

Modello: FILYLI-SF86

Pure Silk Floss from YLI. Six stranded silk floss,
available in 5 meter package.
YLI Silk Floss is very versatile. It adds a special
elegance to any heirloom embroidery and shadow
embroidery project. But wait until you see the
excitement it adds to cross stitch, smocking, crewel
and tapestry.
Colors swatches represented here may not be exact
due to variance in monitor displays. You will need to
refer to your pattern or template and order according
to color number.
See our Chart

Price: € 3.25 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - YLI - YLI silk Floss

YLI silk #88 - Sea Mist
da: YLI

Modello: FILYLI-SF88

Pure Silk Floss from YLI. Six stranded silk floss,
available in 5 meter package.
YLI Silk Floss is very versatile. It adds a special
elegance to any heirloom embroidery and shadow
embroidery project. But wait until you see the
excitement it adds to cross stitch, smocking, crewel
and tapestry.
Colors swatches represented here may not be exact
due to variance in monitor displays. You will need to
refer to your pattern or template and order according
to color number.
See our Chart

Price: € 3.25 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - YLI - YLI silk Floss

YLI silk #91 - Old Rose
da: YLI

Modello: FILYLI-SF91

Pure Silk Floss from YLI. Six stranded silk floss,
available in 5 meter package.
YLI Silk Floss is very versatile. It adds a special
elegance to any heirloom embroidery and shadow
embroidery project. But wait until you see the
excitement it adds to cross stitch, smocking, crewel
and tapestry.
Colors swatches represented here may not be exact
due to variance in monitor displays. You will need to
refer to your pattern or template and order according
to color number.
See our Chart

Price: € 3.25 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - YLI - YLI silk Floss

YLI silk #23 - Purple
da: YLI

Modello: FILYLI-SF23

Pure Silk Floss from YLI. Six stranded silk floss,
available in 5 meter package.
YLI Silk Floss is very versatile. It adds a special
elegance to any heirloom embroidery and shadow
embroidery project. But wait until you see the
excitement it adds to cross stitch, smocking, crewel
and tapestry.
Colors swatches represented here may not be exact
due to variance in monitor displays. You will need to
refer to your pattern or template and order according
to color number.
See our Chart

Price: € 3.25 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - YLI - YLI silk Floss

YLI silk #13 - Shrimp Pink
da: YLI

Modello: FILYLI-SF13

Pure Silk Floss from YLI. Six stranded silk floss,
available in 5 meter package.
YLI Silk Floss is very versatile. It adds a special
elegance to any heirloom embroidery and shadow
embroidery project. But wait until you see the
excitement it adds to cross stitch, smocking, crewel
and tapestry.
Colors swatches represented here may not be exact
due to variance in monitor displays. You will need to
refer to your pattern or template and order according
to color number.
See our Chart

Price: € 3.25 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - YLI - YLI silk Floss

YLI silk #136 - Bright Turquoise
da: YLI

Modello: FILYLI-SF136

Pure Silk Floss from YLI. Six stranded silk floss,
available in 5 meter package.
YLI Silk Floss is very versatile. It adds a special
elegance to any heirloom embroidery and shadow
embroidery project. But wait until you see the
excitement it adds to cross stitch, smocking, crewel
and tapestry.
Colors swatches represented here may not be exact
due to variance in monitor displays. You will need to
refer to your pattern or template and order according
to color number.
See our Chart

Price: € 3.25 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - YLI - YLI silk Floss

YLI silk #137 - Sea Foam
da: YLI

Modello: FILYLI-SF137

Pure Silk Floss from YLI. Six stranded silk floss,
available in 5 meter package.
YLI Silk Floss is very versatile. It adds a special
elegance to any heirloom embroidery and shadow
embroidery project. But wait until you see the
excitement it adds to cross stitch, smocking, crewel
and tapestry.
Colors swatches represented here may not be exact
due to variance in monitor displays. You will need to
refer to your pattern or template and order according
to color number.
See our Chart

Price: € 3.25 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - YLI - YLI silk Floss

YLI silk #138 - Isle Green
da: YLI

Modello: FILYLI-SF138

Pure Silk Floss from YLI. Six stranded silk floss,
available in 5 meter package.
YLI Silk Floss is very versatile. It adds a special
elegance to any heirloom embroidery and shadow
embroidery project. But wait until you see the
excitement it adds to cross stitch, smocking, crewel
and tapestry.
Colors swatches represented here may not be exact
due to variance in monitor displays. You will need to
refer to your pattern or template and order according
to color number.
See our Chart

Price: € 3.25 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - YLI - YLI silk Floss

YLI silk #186 - Ecru
da: YLI

Modello: FILYLI-SF186

Pure Silk Floss from YLI. Six stranded silk floss,
available in 5 meter package.
YLI Silk Floss is very versatile. It adds a special
elegance to any heirloom embroidery and shadow
embroidery project. But wait until you see the
excitement it adds to cross stitch, smocking, crewel
and tapestry.
Colors swatches represented here may not be exact
due to variance in monitor displays. You will need to
refer to your pattern or template and order according
to color number.
See our Chart

Price: € 3.25 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - YLI - YLI silk Floss

YLI silk #192 - Frosted Grape
da: YLI

Modello: FILYLI-SF192

Pure Silk Floss from YLI. Six stranded silk floss,
available in 5 meter package.
YLI Silk Floss is very versatile. It adds a special
elegance to any heirloom embroidery and shadow
embroidery project. But wait until you see the
excitement it adds to cross stitch, smocking, crewel
and tapestry.
Colors swatches represented here may not be exact
due to variance in monitor displays. You will need to
refer to your pattern or template and order according
to color number.
See our Chart

Price: € 3.25 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - YLI - YLI silk Floss

YLI silk #818 - Dark Purple
da: YLI

Modello: FILYLI-SF818

Pure Silk Floss from YLI. Six stranded silk floss,
available in 5 meter package.
YLI Silk Floss is very versatile. It adds a special
elegance to any heirloom embroidery and shadow
embroidery project. But wait until you see the
excitement it adds to cross stitch, smocking, crewel
and tapestry.
Colors swatches represented here may not be exact
due to variance in monitor displays. You will need to
refer to your pattern or template and order according
to color number.
See our Chart

Price: € 3.25 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - YLI - YLI silk Floss

YLI silk #8 - Sunset Pink
da: YLI

Modello: FILYLI-SF8

Pure Silk Floss from YLI. Six stranded silk floss,
available in 5 meter package.
YLI Silk Floss is very versatile. It adds a special
elegance to any heirloom embroidery and shadow
embroidery project. But wait until you see the
excitement it adds to cross stitch, smocking, crewel
and tapestry.
Colors swatches represented here may not be exact
due to variance in monitor displays. You will need to
refer to your pattern or template and order according
to color number.
See our Chart

Price: € 3.25 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - YLI - YLI silk Floss

YLI silk #6 - Magenta
da: YLI

Modello: FILYLI-SF6

Pure Silk Floss from YLI. Six stranded silk floss,
available in 5 meter package.
YLI Silk Floss is very versatile. It adds a special
elegance to any heirloom embroidery and shadow
embroidery project. But wait until you see the
excitement it adds to cross stitch, smocking, crewel
and tapestry.
Colors swatches represented here may not be exact
due to variance in monitor displays. You will need to
refer to your pattern or template and order according
to color number.
See our Chart

Price: € 3.25 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - YLI - YLI silk Floss

YLI silk #2 - Red
da: YLI

Modello: FILYLI-SF2

Pure Silk Floss from YLI. Six stranded silk floss,
available in 5 meter package.
YLI Silk Floss is very versatile. It adds a special
elegance to any heirloom embroidery and shadow
embroidery project. But wait until you see the
excitement it adds to cross stitch, smocking, crewel
and tapestry.
Colors swatches represented here may not be exact
due to variance in monitor displays. You will need to
refer to your pattern or template and order according
to color number.
See our Chart

Price: € 3.25 (incl. VAT)
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